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Mechanism for stamp collapse in soft lithography
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Mechanical collapse of recessed features of relief on elastomeric elements for soft lithography
represents an important phenomena for this lithographic technology. By comparing computed and
measured shapes of partially collapsed structures, we show that the dominant mechanism for
collapse is surface adhesion between the elastomer and substrate, for typical materials and
processing conditions. In particular, the shapes obtained using models that account for surface
adhesion agree well with the experimentally measured shapes. Electrostatic forces may contribute to
this process, but they do not dominate. The weight of the elastomer has essentially no effect.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2149513�
Soft lithography refers to a class of patterning techniques
that has promising applications in areas, such as plastic elec-
tronics, fiber optics, and microfluidics. In printing based soft
lithographic methods, an ink is transferred to a substrate by
bringing an elastomeric element, known as the stamp, with
suitable patterns of surface relief into contact with the sub-
strate surface. In other approaches, this type of element pro-
vides a conformable photomask for patterning photoresist or
a structure of patterned electrodes for electronic devices.
References 1 and 2 provide reviews of recent developments
in soft lithography. In all cases, intimate physical contact
between the elastomer and substrate is critically important.
The elastomer is most commonly some form of poly�dimeth-
ylsiloxane� �PDMS�, which is easily deformable with the
shear modulus ��1 MPa.3 Partly because of this low stiff-
ness, the stamp is able to form conformal contacts to sub-
strates, with modest or no applied pressure. Although neces-
sary in the raised regions of relief, this contact usually
represents an unwanted parasitic effect when it occurs in the
recessed areas. Such behavior, which we refer to as “roof
collapse,” can be observed with or without external loading.3

The phenomena are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. For
the studies described here, the stamp surface consists of flat
punches whose width 2w and spacing 2a �Fig. 1� are on the
order of tens to hundreds of microns. The height h of the flat
punches is much smaller, on the order of microns. For such
small punch height h, roof collapse may occur without any
external load.4,5 We used an optical method based on
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Fizeau’s interference fringes to measure the gap profile of the
unsagged part between PDMS and the substrate.6 When the
gap profile of a PDMS stamp laminated against a flat silicon
wafer is observed under a high resolution microscope, local
interference fringes are observed. Figure 2�b� �top� shows
measured light intensity for a PDMS stamp, with small
punch spacing �2a�2w�, in contact with a silicon wafer.
Figure 2�b� �bottom� also shows the reconstructed gap profile
where y represents the gap, x is the coordinate with origin at
the collapsed end, and punch height h=3.21 �m��2a�. Sev-
eral possible mechanisms may be responsible for this behav-
ior, including �1� surface adhesion between PDMS and the
substrate; �2� electrostatic force; and �3� weight of PDMS. In
this letter, we study the gap profiles from theoretical models

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of roof collapse for a stamp on substrate in
soft lithography, and a schematic diagram to illustrate roof collapse as the
difference between �i� the ground state and �ii� a state with constant opening

displacement h around the center.
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for these three mechanisms of roof collapse and compare
them with the experimentally measured profile in Fig. 2 in
order to determine the dominant mechanism for roof
collapse.

For very small punch height h�2a, the thin gap be-
tween PDMS and the substrate can be considered as a crack7

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The collapsed state with the gap
length L can be considered as the difference between �i� the
ground state without collapse and �ii� a constant opening
displacement h over the collapsed part. The state �ii� can be
approximated by a crack with constant opening displacement
h around the center, for which the analytic solution of stress
and deformation fields exists.8 Such an approach gives the
gap length via energy minimization as L=Eh2 / �3���, which
agrees very well with the gap length measured from
experiments,7 where E is the Young’s modulus of PDMS,
and � is the adhesion energy between PDMS and the Si
substrate.

We follow the same approach7 but focus on the gap pro-
file in this letter. Without accounting for surface adhesion or
electrostatic force, the unsagged part of the surface remains
traction free. The gap profile can then be obtained analyti-
cally as7,8

FIG. 2. Fizeau’s interference fringes located in the sagging area of a PDMS
stamp laminated against a flat substrate. �a� Finite element modeling and gap
profile reconstruction in the case of a linear sagging profile. �b� The top part
shows the light intensity map of a sagging stamp for an incoming white light
filtered using a narrow-band optical filter ��=540±5 nm�. The bottom part
shows the reconstructed profile using three narrow-band filters with 440,
540, and 610 nm center wavelengths.
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y0 = h − h
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Such a profile gives a singular stress field around x=0 �the
tip separating the sagged and unsagged parts�, and the corre-
sponding stress intensity factor is K=�2Eh / �3��L�.8 As
shown in Fig. 3, the gap profile in Eq. �1� does not agree well
with that measured from experiments, particularly near x=0.
This discrepancy results from the traction-free assumption
over the unsagged part, which neglects the surface adhesion
or electrostatic force. For example, the surface adhesion does
not vanish near x=0 where the PDMS and the substrate sur-
faces are rather close.

We first investigate the effect of surface adhesion on the
gap profile. The adhesion is near x=0 �where the sagged and
unsagged parts separate�, and it can be represented by a con-
stant adhesion strength �0 over a region of length ��0�x
���, as shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 3. Similar to
the Dugdale model in fracture mechanics,9 the length of ad-

FIG. 4. The gap profiles for different applied voltage, and the experimen-
tally measured profile. The punch height h=3.21 �m and gap length L

FIG. 3. The gap profiles with and without surface adhesion, and the experi-
mentally measured profile. The punch height h=3.21 �m, gap length
L=108 �m, and adhesion strength �0=36 KPa.
=108 �m.
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hesion zone � is determined by eliminating the stress singu-
larity around the crack tip x=0 as8

K − �0� L

2�
�cos−1�1 −

2�

L
� + 2��

L
−

�2

L2	 = 0, �2�

where K is the aforementioned stress intensity factor for the

gap profile in Eq. �1�. For small punch height h�L , � is

the profile in Eq. �1�. The experimentally measured profile is
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given by �=�K2 / �8�0
2�, or in terms of the punch height as

�=E2h2 / �36�0
2L�.

The gap profile due to surface adhesion then becomes
y = y0 −
2h
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where y0 is the profile in Eq. �1�, and the last term in Eq. �3�
represents the closure due to surface adhesion over length �.8

Figure 3 compares the gap profile in Eq. �3� with the experi-
mentally measured profile. The punch height and gap length
are measured from experiments as h=3.21 �m and L
=108 �m. The adhesion strength is taken as �0=36 kPa,
which is slightly above 1% of the Young’s modulus of
PDMS �2.8 MPa� �Refs. 4 and 5� and has the correct order of
magnitude. This gives to the adhesion zone length �
=17.2 �m. The gap profile in Eq. �3� accounting for surface
adhesion agrees well with the experimentally measured
profile.

We now investigate the effect of electrostatic force on
the gap profile. The stamp and substrate surfaces may have
opposite electric charges to bring the surfaces closer, y=y0
−yelectric, where yelectric is related to the stress traction �electric
on stamp and substrate surfaces �due to electric charges� via
the Green’s function,8 and �electric can be obtained from the
parallel plate capacitor problem in electrostatics as10,11

�electric =
	0V2

2ȳ2 . �4�

Here 	0=8.8542
10−12 C2 N−1 m−2 is the permittivity of
free space, V is the applied voltage, and ȳ=�0

Lydx /L is aver-
age gap between the stamp and substrate. Such an approach
gives the gap profile due to electrostatic force as

y = y0 −
3	0V2

2Eȳ2
�Lx − x2, �5�

where the average gap ȳ is determined by averaging both
sides of Eq. �5� over length L, which gives ȳ=h /2
−3�L	0V2 / �16Eȳ2�.

The gap profile in Eq. �5� is shown in Fig. 4 for applied
voltage V=0, 23, 40, and 51 V, where V=0 corresponds to
also shown for comparison. The punch height h, gap length
L, and Young’s modulus of PDMS E are same as those in
Fig. 3. Even for such a wide range of applied voltage, the
gap profile in Eq. �5� accounting for electrostatic forces does
not agree with the experimentally measured profile.

The weight of PDMS has essentially no effect on roof
collapse. For a very thick PDMS layer of 10 mm, the maxi-
mum displacement at the gap is only 50 nm, which is too
small as compared to the punch height h �a few microns�.
Therefore, the weight of a PDMS cannot be responsible for
roof collapse.

In summary, the surface adhesion is responsible for roof
collapse of PDMS stamp. Electrostatic force may contribute,
but it is not the dominant mechanism for roof collapse. The
weight of PDMS has essentially no effect.
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